
Initially two of the three psychologists who agreed to be part of the study were concerned

with how the research would affect the therapy process with the children. Consequently they

requested more information of the sort of questions that would be asked and they required

reassurance as to the confidential nature of the research. One of the psychologists felt it was

necessary to discuss the research with her supervisor to obtain an external opinion of whether

such interviews would impact negatively on the therapy process. After discussing the

possible questions with the psychologist, feeling reassured of the confidential nature of the

research, and after obtaining her supervisors approval, the psychologists agreed to participate

in the study. The mother and child participants were obliging and enthusiastic about assisting

in a study. In fact, the children's reaction indicated that they were somewhat excited and it

appeared to make them feel special and important.

Before each interview, the researcher introduced the participants to the study by explaining

that the aim of the research was to obtain an understanding of their experience of the therapy

process. The researcher explained that the questions were around: - their understanding of the

therapy process, to develop an idea of what they perceive to be important issue which they

discuss in therapy and to generally develop a sense of what therapy meant to each participant.

It must be noted that the questions used were merely guidelines and when the researcher

required more information further questions were asked.

As noted, the researcher transcribed the audiotapes as described earlier. Initial feeling and

hunches about the process of therapy were observed. These were noted and used as part of

the initial process of determining the themes, which were eventually outlined. The transcripts

were 'read' and 'reread' to familiarise the researcher with the material. This involved

obtaining a sense of each protocol as a whole experience.

 
 
 



The transcripts were read First for global understanding and employment. The interviews of

the participants were summarised into commonalties and differences in the main themes and

plots, across participants. This was done in a table form (Appendix A). The tables enabled the

researcher to gain access to each participant's understanding of the therapy, the meaning they

gave to it and impact of being learning disabled. This process enabled the researcher to gain

an understanding of the data as a whole. The tables were used to create a summary of the

findings for the three sets of participant.

The themes across the three different participants, namely the mother, the child and the

therapist, were fairly consistent across the interviews. These themes also related to the

biographical information provided in each of the children's history prior to entering the

school. As a way of introducing the discussion, a very brief overview of the important aspects

of each child's history will be given in order to contextualize the discussion as well as to

provide meaning to the deductions. Since the researcher provided the participants with

assurance of confidentiality, names and any possible identifying information will not be

gIven.

Child participant A is a male who is ten years old. He was born six weeks prematurely and

significant distress was noted at his birth. Nonetheless, postnataly, he was healthy and

bonding was described as good. His early developmental milestones were within normal

limits. Difficulties at school emerged in his grade 1 year and he entered the remedial school a

year ago. He is currently in Grade 4. He is the youngest of three children. His parents

divorced and both parents remarried. Cp-A had been in therapy for 11 months at the time of

the interview.

 
 
 



Child participant B is a male who is ten years old. He was born three weeks before his due

date on account of complications. His milestones were within normal limits. Difficulties at

school emerged in his first year at nursery school and as a result he attended a number of

therapies. He entered the remedial school three years ago. He is currently in Grade 5. His

parents are married and he is the third of six siblings. One sibling passed away before his

birth due to illness. Cp-B had been in therapy for 14 months at the time of the interview.

Child participant C is a female who is ten years old. She was born at term. However, her

mothers' labour and her birth were very traumatic. Except for some slowed motor-

development, her milestones were within normal limits. Difficulties at school emerged in her

Grade 1 year and she entered into the remedial school the following year. She is currently in

Grade 5. Her parents are divorced and her father remarried. She is the only child of her

mother and her father has two older children from a previous marriage. Cp-C had been in

therapy for 28 months at the time of the interview.

As discussed, three children were interviewed, as were their mothers and their therapists.

Once all the interviews were summarised (a summary of the tables created for this purpose

are in Appendix A), a brief overview of the significant themes was noted. The themes are

focused on the three different groups of participants: - the three mothers, the three children

and the three therapists. Each of these groups will be discussed in turn, since the three

different methods of analysis provide different insights to the therapy relationships and the

therapy process. Further discussion of each theme will be discussed in the second reading.

The main theme as to the mothers' understanding as to why their children were in play

therapy was around their children having a low self-esteem and a lack of confidence. Related

to this were the themes of poor self-acceptance and the need to learn to develop coping

 
 
 



strategies to manage their world effectively. These coping strategies were seen to be needed

to deal with the daily difficulties the children encounter, social problems and coping with

feelings of anger and frustration.

The mothers generally felt that their children had good relationships with their therapist's

which allowed them to discuss their problems, to develop an understanding of their concerns

and to work out solutions. In addition, it was felt that this relationship was a safe place which

provided support for their children. Only one of the mothers expressed that their child was

not always happy to go to therapy and she felt this was because a focus of the therapy was to

deal with anger and frustration.

The role of the mother in terms of the therapy, and her relationship with the therapist,

revealed a common theme around having a co-operative relationship in order to develop

understanding and a sense of the child in relation to their family, school work and their social

world or peer relationships. The mothers felt guilty when they did not know how to cope or

deal with difficulties with their child. The role of the therapist was seen to provide the

mothers with feedback over the concerns that became evident in the therapy and where

necessary advice on how to be a more effective parent.

The themes for the primary issues dealt with in therapy were around family relationships.

Two of the participants came from divorced families and the third came from a very large

family, both of these were seen by the mothers to create stress for the children. Social

difficulties and social skills where also seen to be important aspects of the therapy. Although

having a learning disability was not seen to be one of the primary reasons for the therapy or

as a primary theme of the therapy, all the mothers felt it impacted on the child emotionally.

The emotional impact was seen to be around being stupid, not coping, being different,

learning to cope with their emotions and dealing with previous difficult experiences related to

school.

Although the mothers were never directly asked, themes emerged around the psychoanalytic

nature and value of the therapy. Themes that emerged in relation to this were around mother-

child relationships, abandonment issues, poor attachment, insecurities, difficulty in

containing the children's emotions, immature defence mechanisms and struggles or conflicts

 
 
 



with the children's inner worlds. Interestingly, the mothers tended to use psychological terms

when describing the value of the therapy.

The themes focused on how the therapy had helped develop an understanding of family

relationship, an understanding of being different to other children, it helped the children to

cope better socially, and provided the mothers with guidance and support, as well as general

management of emotions

There were two common themes around the understanding of the therapists of why these

children were in therapy. These were around helping these children cope with family

relationships and school-related issues. Two of the therapists focused on the need for

emotional containment. Only one of the therapists discussed early development, poor

bonding and a poor relationship with her mother as being significant.

The therapists generally felt they had some form of connection with the children. However,

there were many indications that these relationships were fragile and tentative at times. The

therapists understood these indications as being as a result of the children's internal

dynamics, which did not always allow for trusting relationships.

The primary themes in the therapy were felt to be around mastery, social difficulties, mother-

child relationships and family relationships in general. The child having a learning difficulty

was only seen to be of primary importance in terms of mastery and around the child feeling

different or damaged.

In terms of psychoanalytical therapy and theory assisting the therapist with the therapy

process, themes around poor attachment, poor bonding, and providing a safe, containing and

holding experience for the child were important in the therapy process. Therapists expressed

that it was necessary to use simple and concrete interpretations when working with the

children. All three therapists found it difficult to work in the transference, but were unable to

explain the reason for this. Providing the children with relationships they had previously not

experienced, and understanding their projections onto the therapists, were important.

 
 
 



Therapists felt the role of the mother was important in terms of working on the mother-child

relationship, helping the mother understand their children and improving family relationships.

Another theme related to this was how working with the mothers helped improve the mother-

child relationships.

The therapists' psychoanalytical formulation of the children were all related to attachment,

poor bonding, difficulties with the children's internalization of their objects and providing a

formulation of the child personality structure in psychiatric terms. The two therapists, whose

clients where male, interestingly focused on self-destructive tendencies as being important in

their psychoanalytical understanding of the children. The other therapist focused on the

child's anxiety as being important.

One of the difficulties interviewing the children was that, although they were enthusiastic to

participate, their responses were generally limited which resulted in the researcher having to

ask them numerous questions. This was particularly evident with Cp-B's responses as he

tended to provide one-word answers and even with a great deal of questioning, he provided

minimal responses. It is important to note that the researcher was not unfamiliar to the

children, they all knew who she was and had informally spoken to her at some point during

their time at the school.

The main themes concerning the children's understanding of why they were in play therapy

was around helping them deal with problems and difficulties that they encountered in their

world. These difficulties ranged from coping with divorce, sibling rivalry, fears, family

relationships either with their mother, stepparent or father, school-related problems and

friendships.

The children used descriptive words to express their feelings towards their therapists. All of

the children felt that they had "nice" relationships with their therapists and that their

therapists liked them. Trust and understanding were also important aspects to the therapy

relationship. In addition, it was felt that these relationships enabled them to feel understood

which they felt helped them.

 
 
 



The children felt the role of their mothers in terms of the therapy was to provide the therapist

with information about the childrens' families and possible difficulties they were

experiencing in the families. These included poor step-parent relationships, sibling rivalry,

concern over the father-child relationship and difficulties with the mother-child relationship.

Themes of telling the therapist what the child was like and helping mothers to cope with them

also emerged.

The themes of the primary issues dealt with in therapy were around family relationships.

Social difficulties were also seen to be an important aspect of the therapy. All of the children

had a clear understanding of what a learning disability was and that it is something that

causes difficulties for them. However, none of them felt it was an important aspect of the

therapy process.

The children felt that the therapy helps them understand family relationships, overcome their

problems in general, help with relationship difficulties such as friendships and to cope with

their feelings.

The Second reading was for content analysis- coding categories where lined to meaning units

in the text. The researcher entered the various "text" searching for meaningful units and

segments. Natural meaning units can be described as statements or actions expressing single,

delimited aspects of a subject's expression (Bauer, 2002). In this Second reading coding

categories were developed. The coding was defined thematically (Bauer, 2002). It also

involved reading for various categories, which were refined and revised. These categories or

themes evolved through this reading as well as using the tables and the notes made in the

initial observation. One of the difficulties encountered with outlying the various themes was

that many of the themes seemed to be related and impacted on each other. Thus, the

researcher had to be careful when outlining the themes that they were not just different ways

to describe the same thing. From this process it became evident that the themes' impacted on

each other in an almost reciprocal manner.

The themes enabled the researcher to enter the hermeneutic circle (i.e. the dialectical

relationship between understanding and interpretation) (Packer & Addison, 1989). The

 
 
 



themes enabled the researcher to have a starting place for interpretation. Thus, a legitimate

access to the entity being investigated was chosen through the various themes being selected

(Packer & Addison, 1989). The transcripts were read many times as the researcher initially

could not be certain that the best access to the circle of understanding and interpretation had

been found. Through the process of being informed researcher and the course of

interpretation the researcher was able to enter the hermeneutic circle (Packer & Addison,

1989). The themes have been outlined below and are coded next to the text to indicate when

the theme is present. The following themes emerged:

1- Family boundaries and relationships

The family boundaries and relationship theme focused on aspects where the participant made

reference to their family. That is any part of the interview where participants mentioned

feelings, actions or situations, which involved members of their family.

2- Self-concept and self-confidence

The self-concept and self-confidence centered on those areas where expression was made in

terms of how the self was perceived. This referred specifically to the child's sense of self.

3- Understanding, clarification, guilt and pity

The theme of understanding, clarification, guilt and pity focused on what the participant

understood about the therapy process and whether it gave them clarification. Since guilt and

pity tended to occur with understanding and clarification they were included as part of this

theme. Guilt referred to feelings that the participant was not comfortable with thoughts,

actions or feelings and indications of feeling sorry or sympathizing with a person, the feelings

of pity. Guilt and pity did not always occur.

4- Containment and a holding relationship;

This theme focused on aspects where participants made reference to the therapy relationship,

when the relationship was seen to provide support, guidance and empathy when needed.

5- Having a learning disability is not being "stupid"

This theme focused on where subject made reference to having a learning disability and the

impact it had on the world around them.

6- Social difficulties

The social difficulties theme focused on where the participants made reference to social

difficulties, behaving socially appropriately and friendship.

7- Anxiety and defences

 
 
 



The themes of anxiety and defences focused on aspects where participants made reference to

unpleasant feelings or a sense of not coping and any comment, action or situation that

indicated a need to protect against anxiety or unpleasant feelings.

8- Cognitive versus affective aspects of having a learning disability

This theme centered on those areas where expression was made in terms of how having a

learning disability affected the therapy process.

9- Dependency, Insecurity and the Ability to Think

The dependency, insecurity and the ability to think theme focused on any reference to a

dependent therapy relationship, the feeling of insecurity and the participant's ability to think

about the relationship.

10- The relationship and the knowledge to help.

The theme of the relationship and the knowledge to help focused on the therapy relationship,

that is any references to their feelings towards the therapist that they were assisting, guiding

and helping either the child or the mother or the therapist understanding.

The Second reading was when the data was coded. The data transcripts were broken into

parts or unit segments. The purpose of this phase was to organise the raw data into a more

manageable form before analyzing it from a chosen interpretative perspective. The coding

process helps to condense unwieldy discourse into manageable chunks (Bauer, 2000). The

following section contains an example of a set of transcripts (i.e. a mother, a child and a

therapist), since these transcripts also include the themes from the third reading it will be

included after the discussion of the third reading.

It was in the Second reading these meaningful units were compared across all participants'

interviews. The most frequent coding categories, i.e. similarities across participants and

sessions, were identified. Patterns were recorded. The interpreter explored the categories and

the patterns that connected them. The researcher looked for similarities across the participants

as well as taking note of differences. This would involve constructing the phenomenon. By

analysing across cases, one is at risk of making generalisations that do not consider the many

individual factors influencing action. However, cross-case analyses are necessary if we wish

to explore commonalties in experience across multiple instances of the same phenomena.

Conceptualising data is necessary in order to 'talk' about one's research. This process of

comparing the meaningful units was done by taking note of the similarities of all nine

 
 
 



participants as well as outlying the differences not only between the mothers, children and

therapists, but between all of the mothers, children and therapists.

An example of how the data was coded from one set of transcripts (mother A, child A and

therapist A) has been included. It also contains the third reading's codes, consequently the

third reading will be discussed before the coding procedure is illustrated. The six other

transcripts can be found in appendix B.

6.2.5 Reading Three: Reading for the Meaning of Psychotherapy with Learning

Disabled Children

Finally the Third reading, reading for the meanmg of psychotherapy, was done. The

transcripts were read for aspects of the meaning the participants would give to psychotherapy.

Up until this stage, the data analysis was primarily descriptive. At this stage the essential

identified themes were interpreted according to a theoretical framework. Themes and

symbolic interpretations were compared with existing literature. This required "theoretical

sensitivity" - ways of being able to stand back from our initial assumptions and seeing certain

significance's in the data. It was necessary for the researcher to ignore the findings in the

second reading and read the transcripts from the process of understanding the meaning of

psychotherapy. A continual dialogue is maintained between proposing relationships and

checking with the data. These interpretations were then checked against the data collected to

check their "fit". The themes have been coded next to the text. The following themes

emerged:

11- Making sense of their worlds

This theme focused on any reference made to understanding or making sense of their world

and their emotional experience.

12- Interpretation and containment

The interpretation and containment theme focused on areas where participants made

reference to the therapy making them feel that it was a space where they felt understood and

13- Psychotherapy as a way of coping

The theme of psychotherapy as a way of coping focuses on aspects where participants made

reference to the therapy enabling them to cope or to be more effective in their world.

 
 
 



14- Psychotherapy working towards reparation of relationships

The psychotherapy working towards reparation of relationships theme focuses on areas where

participants made reference to the therapy helping them to make sense of their emotional

experiences and/or to overcome relationship difficulties.

These findings from the Third reading are outlined in section 6.4. Findings of Reading Three:

Reading for the Meaning of Psychotherapy with Learning Disabled Children.

6.2.6 Illustration of the Second Reading and Third Reading Codes in a Set of

Transcripts: Mother A, Child A and Therapist A

Narrative! interview data: Interview with Mother Participant A Code

Nicky: The first thing I want to know sort of from you, is

what is your understanding as to why your child

is in play therapy. How do you understand it?

Mother#A: (1) I think to firstly build his self-esteem, he has

very little confidence so I guess to help that. Play
(I)Family

therapy why else? (2) I think it's basically to boundaries and

teach him to interact with other children and also relationship

(2) Social difficulties

to read the signs, whether he's sort of irritating

people, whether he's comfortable, that sort of

thing.

Nicky: Do you think there were any other reasons why

you wanted him in play therapy other than that,

 
 
 



problems (3)and issues where he's feeling (3) Making sense of
their worlds

relationships;

Insecurity and the

ability to think

(5) Understanding,
who they can confide in (5) and it also helps me

clarification, guilt

as well because I will then come and see you and and pity; Making

sense of their worlds
you will let me know if there's a problem or (6) Containment

where I need to look at or I can say to you there's and a holding
relationship

a problem with this, just check he's okay or (7) Understanding,

clarification, guilt

and pity; Making

sense of their

 
 
 



worlds;

Interpretation and

containment

that person, because children don't want to upset (8) Understanding,

their parents, so a lot of times things will happen clarification, guilt
and pity; Making

and then they don't have anyone to speak to sense of their world;

Interpretation and
because they can't speak directly to you (8). So

containment

it's nice that they do have an adult to speak to (9) Containment
and a holding

relationship;

Making sense of

their world;
And in terms of that, what do you think your Interpretation and

Family

and

(10)

I think he's battling with abandonment because of boundaries
relationships;

the divorce, which makes him very insecure (l0). understanding,

clarification, guilt
Also I think being in a remedial school he might

and pity

(11)Insecurity and

the ability to think

(12)Social

difficulties

 
 
 



(13) Understanding,

clarification, guilt

and pity

(14) Making sense of

their worlds

relationship;

Making sense of

their worlds

and a holding

relationship;

Making sense of

their worlds;

Psychotherapy as a

way of coping

 
 
 



(17) Self-concept
very important that he was always noticed all the and self-confidence;

Making sense of
time, always needed to be entertained, battling to

their worlds;

get him to do homework, very sensitive, took Interpretation and
containment

everything personally, over-reacted, now I find (18) Family

and

relationships;

Psychotherapy

working towards

reparation of

relationships

(19) Understanding,

clarification, guilt

and pity;

Containment and a

holding relationship

(20) Containment

and a holding

relationship;

Psychotherapy

working towards

reparations of

relationships

Relationship and

the knowledge to

help

(22)Containment

and a holding

relationship; The

 
 
 



didn't go around and betray his trust,(22) and he Relationship and
the knowledge to

just knows that he goes to therapy to help him, help

and whatever he says is confidential and for his (23) Containment
and a holding

psychotherapy

working towards
What do you think they do in the therapy that has reparation of

(24) Understanding,
I think it's, as far as I'm aware they talk, I don't

clarification, guilt,

know too much about the play side, but I think and pity;
containment and a

it's, also if something does happen and I contact holding

THE THERAPIST immediately he gets seen, relationship;
Interpretation and

which is important for him as well because then containment

(25) Containment

and a holding

relationship

(26) Understanding,

clarification, guilt

and pity; Making

 
 
 



feel that the child is speaking out of turn. I try to (27) Understanding,
clarification, guilt

change what needs to be changed and if its me and pity;

Containment and a

holding

relationship;

Cognitive versus

affective aspects of

having a learning

disability;

Psychotherapy as a

way of coping;

Psychotherapy

towards reparation

of relationships

Cognitive

affective

aspects of having a

learning disability

(29) Self-concept

and self-confidence;

Cognitive versus

affective aspects of

having a learning

disability

(30) Containment

 
 
 



(31) Self-concept

and self-confidence

(32) Having a I

Earning disability is

not being "stupid"

(33) Having a I

earning disability is

not being "stupid"

with that from the beginning. It hasn't really ever (34) Having a
learning disability is

not being "stupid";

Cognitive versus

affective aspects of

having a learning

disability

(35) Family

boundaries

relationships;

Psychotherapy

home-life, what aspects of home-life do you feel reparation
relationships

 
 
 



relationships;

Sort of how his siblings are interacting with him, Psychotherapy as a
way of coping

(35)if there's problems at home, if he's being (37) Having a

difficult, if there's a lot of pressure at home or if learning disability is
not being "stupid"

happened, something out of the ordinary, you
(38) Family

know, if there's a change (36), how he's coping boundaries and
relationships

(39) Social
make friends and have friends over and he gets

difficulties

(40) Understanding,

clarification, guilt

and pity

And is it helpful to talk about these things III (41) Family
boundaries and

relationships;

Understanding,

clarification, guilt

 
 
 



and pity; Insecurity

Yes I think so because as a parent you may think and the ability to
think; The

relationship and the

knowledge to help;

Interpretation and

that he would (40)then need it I would just take it
(42)

that he was that kind of child, you know, but then boundaries and
relationships;

Psychotherapy as a

way of coping

and a holding

relationship;

Making sense of

their worlds

 
 
 



Okay, if you were to summarise it, what do you (44) Containment
and a holding

thl'nk he J:'ocuses on?, What are the prl'mary
11 relationship;

themes or issues that he probably takes to Psychotherapy as a
way of coping

(45) Family

boundaries and

relationships

(46) Self-concept
stage that some of the kids were playing a game

and self-confidence;

and if you miss the ball or something then Anxiety and
defences; Making

everyone had a chance to punch you or senses of their

Psychotherapy

working towards

reparation of

relationships

 
 
 



maybe if rules change or if there's discipline
(47)

issues, you know, he's got a stepfather as well boundaries

Family

and

relationships;

Cognitive versus

affective aspects of

having a learning

disability

(48) Having a

learning disability is

not being "stupid"

 
 
 



grounding because the way he does his eight's, (49) Having a

like that, he wasn't taught how to do it and I think
(50)

that's a lot to do with it, because as far as I'm boundaries and

relationships; Self-

confidence;

Insecurity and the

to struggle and that it took me a while to realize ability to think

 
 
 



Cognitive

affective

aspects of having a

learning disability

don't really know what the answer is. You know, (52) Understanding,

I think that when they found out that he didn't clarification, guilt
and pity; Having a

have the necessary grounding what they did was learning disability is

not being "stupid"
he went through remedial,(51) which then caused,

other children to tell him he was stupid, which (53)

made him think he was stupid (52) also the boundaries

Family

and

relationships;
remedial teacher was not properly qualified to Having a learning

 
 
 



handle the children, I felt bad and of course there disability is not
being "stupid"

were no results and then it was decided to put him (54) Self-concept

So do you think your child's learning disability (55) Having a
learning disability is

(56) Having a

learning disability is

h l"k h" h h "not being "stupid";That e' s 1 e any other c I1d, t at t ere's nothmg

affective aspects of

having a learning

disability

 
 
 



it should be a standard in schools, that children (57) Understanding,

clarification, guilt
should receive therapy, maybe not on a regular

and pity; Making

basis but I think they should have sessions sense of their worlds
Family

and

general these days(57). Both parents are working, relationships;
Psychotherapy

working towards

reparation of

relationships

Containmentreally do, and I think it's very important that they (59)

and

relationship;

Psychotherapy as a

way of coping;

interpretations and

containment

use. What's happening is, our children are getting (60) Social

difficulties

 
 
 



doing it,(61) that person, it's not a parent, so they (62) Self-concept

and self-confidence

 
 
 



(l)Containment and

a holding

relationship;

Making sense of

their worlds;

Interpretation and

containment

(2)Family

boundaries and

relationships;

Psychotherapy as a

way of coping

(3)Anxiety

defences

 
 
 



(4)Containment and

a holding

relationship;

Psychotherapy as a

way of coping

 
 
 



(9)Cognitive versus

yes, like I am having a fight with a friend and I affective aspects of a

disability, Social

d ifficu Ities

going to his house this Thursday and I'm just (ll)Family

boundaries andwondering if my dad is going to be alright with it

(12)Containment

I feel that she's a very nice person, she's gentle and a holding

tell me what you think your therapist may have

thought or felt about you, what she would think

 
 
 



he needs therapy,(13) that he can't handle his

family,(14) so he comes to me to sort out his

problems and, you know (15)

if THERAPIST A were to tell someone about

you, like if she were to tell me about you, what

do you think she'd say about you?

she would say I'm having problems with my dad

and urn, I think that she doesn't talk to you about

our whole, just that maybe a little bit of stuff, and

I think she tells you about my dad, as well as my

brother and sister, you know (16)

because children that come to this school have

got a problem with either reading, spelling or

anything, I'm here because I have a problem with

spelling and I'm main-streaming this year. (17)

(14)Family

boundaries and

relationships

(15)Containment

and a holding

relationship,

Making sense of

Interpretation and

containment;

Psychotherapy as a

way of coping.

boundaries and

relationships;

Psychotherapy

reparation of

relationships

(17) Having a

learning disability is

not being "stupid";

Cognitive versus

affective aspects of

having a learning

disability

 
 
 



kids over here get special stuff, like the school I

was at in 2000 they didn't have they

didn't have reading, they didn't have Afrikaans,

it's just that this school has so much subjects that

it actually helps (19)

alright, how would you describe it if you had to

tell a friend about what's different about this

school?

not being "stupid";

Cognitive versus

affective aspects of

having a learning

disability

(19)Having a

learning disability is

not being "stupid";

affective aspects of

having a learning

disability

what would you tell a friend about having a

learning difficulty? (20) Having a

learning disability is

 
 
 



a learning difficulty, I'd say you should just do affective aspects of

your best so you can go back to mainstream having a learning

coz(20) when I go to my other friends school they

make fun of me because I'm in a problem school,

so I can't have this in mainstream (21)

not being "stupid";

what does it mean to have a learning difficulty, Social difficulties

what do you understand about learning difficulty

does THERAPIST A always understand what you

trying to tell her?

(24)U nderstanding,

clarification, guilt

 
 
 



what do you do when she doesn't understand

what you trying to say?

have you ever told or been able to tell

THERAPIST A when you unhappy or angry with

her?

sometimes your mom meets with another

therapist, okay, what do you think they talk about

with this other therapist

clarification, guilt

and pity

(26) Understanding,

clarification, guilt

and pity

and a holding

relationship;

this other therapist probably asks my mom Making sense of

 
 
 



questions and my mom tells them and she asks

questions about what you like, do you want

(27) ... brother or sister or BROTHER'S NAME

to come to therapy, and then she chooses which

one comes to discuss problems. She needs to

know what is happening at home. (28)

how do you feel about your mom talking about

your therapy

I feel a little bit like why she's doing this, there's

nothing wrong with me (29) but like that, and

also I guess she does this because she loves me

and she probably knows the best, (30) it helps me

if I forget to tell her something and then she

knows why I am not feeling so good. (31)

their worlds;

Psychotherapy as a

way of coping

(28) Family

boundaries and

relationships;

Understanding,

clarification,

and pity.

(29) Self-concept

and self-confidence

(30) Understanding,

clarification, guilt

and pity, Making

sense of their

worlds;

interpretation and

containment

(32) Family

boundaries and

relationships;

Making sense of

 
 
 



they talk about at home what's happening, is

everything alright, if anyone's in a car accident,

or if anyone's in trouble, or something, and stuff.

(32) Also for my mom to get stuff she may need

to help me, to help her understand me better (33).

if you were to tell a therapist, like me or like

THERAPIST A, what is the best way to help

kids, what would you say

I'd say the best way to help kids is to just sort out

their problems and to just make their life straight,

if you dealing with teenagers, like make sure they

don't commit suicide or anything (34) To like I

guess make sense of their family stuff and to help

them with it , to understand it.(35)

how should they sort their problems out, what do

you think would be a good thing for them?

their worlds;

interpretation and

containment;

Psychotherapy as a

way of coping

boundaries

relationships;

anxiety and

defences;

Containment and a

holding relationship

(34)Understanding,

clarification, guilt

and pity; Making

sense of their

worlds;

interpretation

containment

boundaries

relationships

relationship;

making sense of

 
 
 



their worlds;

Urn, just to tell them that don't worry you know, interpretation and

if they having problems with their mom you

should just say, ja well she's just probably having

a hard time or she's just not feeling right, you see,

you can sort things out, you just have to find a

The first question that I want to ask you is, what is

your understanding as to why this child is in play

therapy?

working towards

reparation of

(I)Family

boundaries

relationships

 
 
 



(3) Family

boundaries and

If you were to discuss this child with another relationships

He's quite a difficult little boy in some ways, he's

difficult to work with because he doesn't form .

relationship and he does come willingly to therapy

and he does seem needy of the space but I do feel

(4)Understanding,

clarification, guilt

and pity

(5) Anxiety

defences

6)Understanding

clarification, guilt

and pity

 
 
 



say that I've even worked to that way because it's

been difficult to develop a transference

relationship with him because of his difficulty with

(7) Family

boundaries and

relationships

(8)Interpretation

and containment;

Psychotherapy as a

way of coping

(9)

and

Containment

a holding

relationship;

interpretation and

containment

(10) Having a

learning disability is

not being "stupid";

Cognitive and

affective aspects of

having a learning

disability

 
 
 



If I put them very simply and if I gIve him (11) As above

examples that maybe are related to external

objects, ja, he has been able to take them, but they

really have to simple interpretations. (11)

(12) Self-concept

and self-confidence;

Understanding,

clarification, guilt

and pity; Making

sense of their

worlds;

interpretation and

containment

 
 
 



(13) Cognitive and

affective aspects of

la, I do think it's different, I think it really means I having a learning

disability

(14) ) Cognitive and

affective aspects of

having a learning

of how(13) you relate socially (14) which I do disability, Social

difficulties

(15) Having a

learning disability is

not being "stupid";

Cognitive and

affective aspects of

having a learning

disability

(16) Having a

learning disability is

not being "stupid";

Making sense of

feels damaged and that being here sometimes their world

(17) Family

boundaries and

relationships;

anxiety and

defences

(18) Having a

learning disability is

not being "stupid"

 
 
 



difficulties; The

relationship and the

(19) Ja, and looked at what could help his focusing knowledge to help

(20) Cognitive and

affective aspects of

having a learning

disability; The

relationship and the

knowledge to help;

Psychotherapy as a

way of coping

(21 )Containment

and a holding

relationship; The

relationship and the

knowledge to help;

Psychotherapy as a

way of coping

(22)Cognitive versus

affective aspects of

having a learning

disability

 
 
 



(23)Understanding,

clarification, guilt

and pity; Making

sense of their world

(24)Anxiety and

defences; Making

sense of their world;

The relationship

and the knowledge

to help

(25) Family

boundaries and

relationships;

Understanding,

clarification, guilt

and pity;

Psychotherapy

working towards

reparation of

relationships

(26)Understanding,

clarification, guilt

and pity;

Containment and a

holding

relationship;

Interoperation and

containment;

Psychotherapy as a

way of coping

 
 
 



(27)The relationship

and the knowledge

to help;

Interpretation and

containment;

How do you see the role of working with the Psychotherapy as a
way of coping

(28) Family

boundaries and

relationships, Self-

concept and self-

confidence,

Understanding,

clarification, guilt

and

Making

their

defences;

sense of

world;

interpretation and

containment;

Psychotherapy as a

You say family relationships impact on him way of coping

(29)Family

boundaries

relationships;

Making sense of

interpretation and

containment

always so questioned, (30) so he feels that she (30)Family
boundaries and

often lets him down and she probably does and relationships

 
 
 



(31) Family

boundaries and

relationships;

Understanding,

clarification, guilt

and pity; Anxiety

and defences;

Psychotherapy

working towards

reparation of

relationships

(32) Family

boundaries and

relationships;

Psychotherapy

working towards

reparation of

relationships

he continuously feels anxious and untrusting of (33) Family

boundaries and

relationships; ;

Containment

and a holding

relationship;

Anxiety and

defences

 
 
 



such difficulty trusting the objects that he's

intemalised are persecutory and abandoning (34)

The last question for you, if there's anything that

you can think of about the process of therapy that I

haven't covered with this child, is there anything

(34)Family

boundaries and

relationships;

anxiety and

defences; Making

sense of their worlds

(35)Containment

and a holding

relationship

(36) Understanding,

clarification, guilt

and pity

(37)Containment

and a holding

relationship; The

relationship and the

knowledge to help;

interpretation and

containment;

Psychotherapy as a

way of coping;

Psychotherapy

working towards

reparation of

relationships

 
 
 



(38)Social

difficulties; Making

sense of their worlds

of therapy should be to help him feel more in and a holding

relationship

(40) Family

boundaries and

relationships;

Insecurity and the

ability to think;

containment and a

holding relationship

(41) Self-concept

and self-confidence;

Insecurity and the

ability to think; The

relationship and the

knowledge to help;

Making sense of

their world;

Psychotherapy as a

way of coping

 
 
 



working towards

reparation of

6.3 The Findings of Reading One: Reading for Global Understanding and

Employment

One of the primary difficulties encountered with outlining the various themes was that many

of the themes are related and impact on each other in an almost reciprocal manner. This will

be discussed as each of the themes is individually outlined.

As noted, the following themes emerged:

Family boundaries and relationships; self-concept and self-confidence; understanding

clarification, guilt and pity; containment and a holding relationship; having a learning

disability is not being "stupid"; social difficulties; anxiety and defences; cognitive versus

affective aspects of having a learning disability; dependency, insecurity and the ability to

think; and the relationship and the knowledge to help.

Family relationships across all three groups of participants were the most important theme in

terms of the children's play therapy. Although the perspective, understandably, from the three

different viewpoints was slightly different, the theme was consistently around the need to

understand family structures and how family relationships may affect the child.

 
 
 



Mothers felt families were an important issue in terms of understanding the complex nature

of family relationships. Mother participant A (Mp-A) felt the difficulties where" having an

older brother and sister, you know they put a lot of pressure on him and you'll find that

if he does something wrong, everybody shouts at him, maybe if rules change or if there's

discipline issues, you know, he's got a stepfather as well and maybe he battles

sometimes, also maybe not seeing his own father or having different rules on that side."

Mother participant B (Mp-B) felt the therapy helped to "discuss specifically his relationship

with his siblings and go through each one individually, what he finds difficult with

certain relationships and which ones are positive for him and different aspects of those

relationships ... "Mp-C (Mp-C) was slightly different as here child is an only child and the

issues were around her relationship with her child, as well as her relationship and her child's

relationship with her ex-husband and his wife. She felt her child needed to talk about her

mother in therapy as well as "about her dad and her dad's wife. The dad's wife was a big

issue on our lives and at one stage I didn't know how to deal with it so I used to say to

(name of child) speak to (name of therapist) about it ... "

One can clearly note the family circumstances shaped the child's difficulties; two of the three

participants came from divorced families while the third's family was a very big family.

Thus, the main themes of the therapy were the family structure, divorce related issues and

sibling rivalry.

The mothers felt their children needed to have a space outside of the family to address

possible anxieties and concerns about family relationships. They felt that issues of

abandonment, lack of containment, and insecurity might have occurred with their children as

a result of the difficult family relationships, which influenced how they related to their

children. It would seem that the mothers' experience of their children was that they did not

feel contained or securely attached, consequently they could not learn to contain themselves.

Thus, these children could not make sense of their emotional experiences. The mothers were

able to acknowledge the importance of the child's context and how family relationships and

mother-child relationships impinged on their child's life. The mothers were not seen to blame

the child as the reason for them needing therapy rather they could acknowledge their role in

not always providing a containing or secure environment. As the Mp-B stated: "Because as a

parent I am too involved and I get too emotionally drained and too frustrated with him.

Something that comes to mind is the day I was taught how to help my child when he was

 
 
 



so completely out of control. Just to turn him around and hold him, just that little bit of

advice has helped enormously to manage."

The therapists felt the family relationship difficulties were around parents not meeting the

child's needs emotionally. Therapist participant A (Tp-A) stated "his mother doesn't meet

his needs or she becomes quiet rejecting and quite persecutory and then he needs to

become placatory and self-sacrificing, so that's really what we've been focussing on the

most ... " Therapist participant B (Tp-B) expressed "family relations, 1 think part of his

struggle is being one child out in a family of quite a large family of lots of children,

feeling lost, that would be one of the very strong themes, you know, struggling for space

in his mom's mind, having an important place and his parents knowing that there are

quite a lot of siblings in his family ... " She went on to say "I think a lot of his frustration

at not being able to have his mom all to himself .." Therapist participant C (Tp-C) felt her

relationship with her parents played a significant role in the therapy and was a predominate

theme. She stated" her home life, definitely, and her relationship with her parents and

the difficulties in her background, the fact that she came from a home where she didn't

feel like she had enough emotionally and materially ... "

The therapists' felt the impact of the family relationships resulted in the children feeling

uncontained. The therapists seemed to feel that in order to assist the children with this they

not only needed to work with the children but it was imperative to assist the mothers in a

providing more containing relationship for them. Tp-A expressed that working with the

mother was essential, as the child's primary difficulties were a result of the poor-mother child

relationship. Tp-B expressed that working with the mother was necessary for feedback to

help her understand him better. Tp-C felt working with the mother was important to help the

mother to understand her child and provide her with the necessary skills to meet her child's

needs.

Tp-C was the only therapist who raised concerns regarding the therapist's relationship with

the mother impacting on the therapy. This therapist felt that, ideally, it would have been more

beneficial if the mother had her feedbacks with another psychologist as not only was the child

protective of her therapy space but the feedbacks seem to have moved into the mother's own

needs and her need for therapy.

 
 
 



The primary themes of the three children's therapy were around family relationships. An

analysis of their responses in the interviews revealed that they felt the therapy enabled them

to understand and come to terms with different family relationships whether it was divorce,

sibling relationships or parent-child relationships. The children felt that by being given the

space to think, talk and understand family relationships they were able to begin a process of

overcoming some of their difficulties.

The children in this study seemed to be aware of the importance of the therapist working with

their mothers and felt the contact with the mother enabled the therapist to gain a deeper

understanding of the family context. Specifically, they felt it was important for their mothers

to inform the therapists of anything that they may have forgotten to tell the therapist.

The mothers in this study seemed to feel having a lowered self-esteem and a lack of

confidence was the primary reasons for their children being in therapy. The mother

participants explained it as follows:

Mp-A explained that her child was in therapy "to firstly build his self-esteem, he has very

little confidence and I guess to help with that ... ". Mp-B felt her child was in therapy

"because he needs to come to a level of acceptance of who he is and the difficulties that

he faces. He does not have a lot of confidence about who he is. The things that he's been

given and his lack of self acceptance, a lot of it has to do with anger about that, his

reactions to it are angry, frustrated and I think the therapy has helped him to first of all

vent that anger in an appropriate setting and second of all to come to an acceptance of

who he is and to accept the difficulties that he faces which in turn enable him to go

forward." It is interesting to note that this was the reason given, however, it would seem

from the interview he was originally in therapy as a result of a hi-jacking. Mp-C very clearly

stated her child was in therapy "originally I think it was more of a psychological thing to

get over her, because she came into the school with low self-esteem, low confidence,

everything was low, and that was my understanding that she went in there to build up

her self-esteem and her confidence and help her deal with, well, to be confident."

In spite of the mothers' feeling that the main reason for their children being in therapy was

around self-esteem issue, it was interesting to note that they felt the main issues or themes

 
 
 



discussed in therapy were not around self-esteem. The mothers felt the main themes of the

therapy were around family relationships and social difficulties. Only in the analysis did the

researcher realise this and it would have been interesting to explore this further in the

interviews.

The researcher found it striking that all of the therapists, when speaking about the children's

difficulties, did not feel self-esteem were one of the primary issues in the therapy. Poor self-

esteem was only discussed in relation to the children's learning disabilities and social

concerns. For example Tp-B only discussed his self-esteem when she was asked about his

learning disability, "Well it may contribute to, he's quite defensive and I think he does

have quiet, he has issues of self-esteem, I do feel that may be contributing, but from his

therapy what he offered in the sessions was more personal family matters, but I do

think it probably contributes to his low self-esteem and his defence system that he has

developed for himself." Tp-C discussed her client's self-esteem in terms of how it affected

her socially, "socially she sometimes battles to understand why people do things or

behave in a particular way, she sometimes lacks confidence in herself which affects her

socially and she needs reassurance of her social abilities."

The therapist felt that part of developing an understanding of the children's low self-esteem

was being aware that the children felt, or had an awareness of, being damaged or feeling they

were different. Tp-A when discussing working with the child's learning disability stated" he

does feel like he's a damaged little boy, he feels damaged and that being here (referring

to the remedial school) sometimes confirms that for him because he's different and

different to his siblings."

It would be difficult for a child to articulate that they were in therapy for self-esteem

problems or a poor self-concept. Self-esteem difficulties were alluded to indirectly in terms of

not feeling successful in their functioning at school, having social difficulties and a general

sense of feeling they were not coping at school or at home with the difficulties they

encountered.

 
 
 



In exammmg the mothers understanding of the impact the therapy and the therapy

relationship, it is of interest to note that the mothers used many terms used in psychotherapy

theory. It would seem that the mother, to some extent, had taken on the language of "therapy"

to obtain or make sense of their child's world. Mp-A said "I think he's battling with

abandonment because of the divorce, which makes him very insecure." When discussing

her role in the therapy she went on to say "there is a problem he's feeling insecure or he's

not confident, he needs to feel more secure and contained." Mp-B when expressing her

thoughts on the therapy ended with" with (name of therapist) it seems to have worked, it is

a safe space for him, 1 think it is a safe place and it seems to be containing him." Mp-C

said the following when discussing her child's relationship with her therapist, " Loving, in

fact she's almost like a second, not a second mom but a second person that she can

really trust. She understand her difficult relationship with me and that 1 have not

always been able to be good-enough."

The therapists noted that contact with the mother enabled them to obtain an understanding of

the child's state of mind and to discover how the interaction with the significant object had

supported or discouraged the child's development.. This, in turn, enabled the therapist to

develop a working alliance with the mother and appeared from the mother's response to

provide an intervention in its own right. The relationship with the mother provided a dual

role: - that of a supportive role by providing a space for them to be understood and providing

insight as to their child's dynamics. This relationship with the therapist seemed an important

space to allow for the mother to discuss and address their guilt about having a learning

disabled child.

The work with the mothers seemed to have contextualized their child and provided a very

deep understanding as to their inner world. Both the therapists and the mothers described a

helpful working relationship between them, and this therapeutic relationship would appear to

have been enhanced by the child's awareness of them working together to help him/her.

It would seem that the therapists were aware of their feelings of compassion and empathy for

these children. In addition, when analysing the transcripts it became apparent that an element

of pity was also present in the therapists' feelings and thoughts towards the children. The

 
 
 



therapists described each child in a positive way and then would describe the child as difficult

to work with. They would then almost make allowances for them being such a difficult child

by explaining their behaviour as a result of their family relationships or their situation. As Tp-

A articulated when focusing on what is discussed in therapy, " his mother doesn't meet his

needs or she becomes quiet rejecting and quite persecutory and then he needs to become

placatory and self-sacrificing, so that's really what we've been focussing on the most

and then because he's such a pleaser. He then tries to stop his anger and so it is hard to

address his anger because he is so placatory because his needs have never been meet so

it is difficult to work with him."

The feelings of guilt, pity and contempt appear to be important feelings in understanding the

mothers' role in the therapy relationship. These feelings appear to be important themes in the

mothers' thoughts towards their children. All of the mothers felt a level of guilt about having

a child with learning difficulties. Mp-A acknowledged this when she said "I felt bad for him

having to struggle and that it took me a long time to realise he was learning disabled, so

1 felt a bit guilty about not noticing sooner." When discussing her child's learning

disability Mp-B said "As far as the family is concerned, 1 mean it hasn't been easy, it has

not been easy having my child go through these things, sometimes 1 felt to blame for his

difficulties, especially when he is raging ... " The mothers felt pity and compassion for their

child's difficulties, however there was also a level of contempt. The mothers made numerous

concessions for their child's behaviour because they had "difficulties". It would seem the

mothers were apt to letting their children off being accountable or responsible for their

behaviour. For example, mother participant B justified her child's anger as a result of the

child being different to others. Mp-C accepted her child's behaviour being the result of her

difficulties, " You know because of her difficulties 1 had to understand may be she

needed to steal at that time or why she says the things she does to me."

All of the participant's described positive working relationships with each other and the

relationships seemed to work in a reciprocal manner: - the child acknowledged the benefit of

the therapist seeing their mother, the mother expressed the view that the therapist was

assisting them with parenting and helping their child understand their world, and the therapist

felt they could not assist the child without working with the mother. This was evident even

 
 
 



with Tp-C who was aware that in an ideal setting the mother would be seen by another

therapist, however, she still felt the work with the mother was important as it helped the

mother to be a more consistent parent who was more able to meet her child's needs.

The therapeutic relationship in terms of the mother-therapist relationship appeared to provide

the mother with a holding environment to assist her towards becoming a more effective

mother. Tp-A explained the importance of working with the mother as "Well 1 think it's

essential because primarily his difficulties have arisen from his poor relationship with

her which continue, so 1 do think working with the mother is absolutely essential and 1

think without that, the child is really quite a serious risk. She needs help to develop the

necessary parenting skills to meet his needs, to be there for him." Mp-A when discussing

working with the therapist said "I think to sort of give feedback and to keep up-to-date

with what's happening. Also if something is happening on my side to inform the

therapist so she can deal with it and also if the therapist feels that there's something that

1 need to deal with to be open enough to be able to come in and say alright, what is it

and whether it's about me or whatever it is, to be able to deal with it ... "

All the mothers valued their relationship with the therapists in that they felt it not only

provided them with support but, when needed, some guidance. The therapists expressed that a

crucial part of the therapy was working with the mothers towards understanding their

children and improving the mother-child relationship. As Tp-B expressed when discussing

the type of work she does with the mother "in terms of actual work that 1 do with

(mother's name) is important, an important part of the process because (name of child)

needs a lot from her, she needs more consistency, she needs more boundaries from her

mom, she needs more understanding, so all of those things I've tried to convey in my

work with the mom. Basically she needs to understand her child's needs better so they

can have a better relationship."

The therapists, without a doubt, felt they used their understanding of the mother or family

history to provide a therapeutic environment conducive to the child having a relationship that

enabled them to obtain insight into their difficulties and towards growth. Tp-B used the

child's history to understand his difficulties. This was expressed by comments like "I sense

that there may not be strong enough attachment as he would've liked, 1 think the

mother may have, 1 mean I'm not sure what happened losing a son before him, and

 
 
 



obviously it hasn't been, we haven't looked into it in deep analysis, it hasn't come up

with him at all, but 1 do sense that there has been, 1 don't feel that mom is that

available, 1 think having lots of children firstly, lots of other children doesn't offer the

availability as much as he needs her to be ... " Tp-C felt the child's difficulties were a result

of her early developmental history, "Well, 1 think because her problems are so deep one

has to look at the early years, more dynamic than analytic 1 suppose, so understanding

how things went wrong with her and her mom in terms of attachment."

The therapy relationship from the therapist's descriptions was seen to be an extension of the

mother-infant relationship as well as providing the child with a holding environment where

previously they had not experienced a good-enough mother. As therapist participant A

pointed out "I do think that 1 try to give him a different experience and trying to re-

mother him in a sense and provide a holding space and help him feel that 1 can hold him

in mind is important .... Not feeling like either of parents can hold him in their minds or

think about him."

The common theme of learning disabled people is that of their internal world of feeling

"stupid" and their perceptions and understanding of how others see them, how society places

great value on intelligence (Bungener & McCormack, 1994). However, neither the children

nor the mothers indicated that they felt "stupid". The focus of stupidity was more on society

not understanding their difficulties. The concern for the mothers was on the child being

labeled and the impact that would have on their self-esteem.

The children all had a very clear understanding of what it meant to have a learning disability.

Cp-A explained that children went to this remedial school "because children that come to

this school have got a problem with either reading, spelling or anything. I'm here

because 1 have a problem with spelling." Cp-B said the school was different because

"teachers are nice and they care about you and they there to help you, there's much less

children in a class so they can help you." He went onto explain a learning difficulty meant

that its "just that you not stupid, you can't understand things." Cp-C explained that

children came to the remedial school because "They've got a problem, like reading or

math's, because some people, their minds just go different. Like my sister and my

 
 
 



brother, they used to come to this school, they had problems with math's and reading,

I've got a problem with reading, because 1 can't read words, 1 get difficult, 1 normally

add words into it." It would seem that these children's understanding of what a learning

disability was did not make them feel different or stupid. This could be the result of the

school environment not allowing them to feel different because all of the children have

learning difficulties or the therapy had enabled the child to explore their defences and they

had overcome such feelings. It would be impossible to sift out which it is, but it is likely a

combination of these.

All of the mothers acknowledged that their children's learning disabilities impacted

emotionally on their children and indicted that learning was a struggle for them. Of note was

Mp-A, who was aware that her child struggled to learn but then gave a conflicting statement

"there is nothing different with him, there's nothing wrong with him, this is something

that we are going to deal with and it's short-term thing and it's not an issue." Mp-B gave

a very positive account of her child having a learning disability. She was aware of the

struggle her child went through but felt that because he struggled to such an extent, he learnt

perseverance and was also given the opportunity to understand himself, which she felt was a

"tremendous" thing. Mp-C clearly blamed herself for not initially taking note of her child's

struggle and she felt a great deal of guilt as a result. She also indicated that as a result the

mother-child relationship was difficult.

The focus from the therapists' perspective was on whether they felt their understanding and

their work was possibly different when working with this learning disabled child. The

therapists felt they had to use more simple and concrete interpretations in their therapy. This

will be discussed further in a later section.

From the therapist's perspective the social difficulties seemed to be related to having a

learning disability in that the children had to learn to master social skills and develop a social

understanding. As Tp-C explained when referring to the therapy with Cp-C and her learning

disability "I think there are areas where she feels competent but 1 think her learning

disability has given us material to work on in terms of her feeling like learning is a

battle for her and learning to interact socially and what is ok socially."

 
 
 



In examining the mothers' perspective their descriptions of their children's social difficulties

appeared to relate to the child's inability to always think about reacting in a socially

appropriate manner and a level of acting impulsively in social situations. Mp-A in her

discussion as to why her child was in therapy said "I think it's basically to teach him to

interact with other children and also to read the signs, whether he's sort of irritating

people, whether he's comfortable and that sort of thing." It would seem from both

perspectives that the social difficulties are related to the child's failure to learn.

The children felt the therapy was a place to discuss possible friendship problems. Cp-A said

he discussed friendships with his therapist, "like if 1 am having a fight with a friend and 1

don't know how to deal with it at school." Cp-B, when asked about whether he discusses

school, he responded with "about my friends being horrible to me and all that ... (when)

they call me names and tease me." When asked whether she discussed anything else other

than her family in therapy, Cp-C responded by saying "Maybe some of my friends hurt me,

but nothing's happened to me with my friends so far, just my family."

From the interviews there was no indication that the children, the mothers nor the therapists

felt they used their learning disability as a defence. Rather, the child's anxieties and defences

appear to be more in relation to their early mother-infant relationship and related to poor

attachment. The failure of these children to internalise a secure base appeared to have

resulted in difficulty with developing versatile strategies to cope with their worlds.

For all three groups, the importance of the child's relationship with the mother was seen to be

critical. To illustrate this point I will provide quotes from one of the three sets of participants.

Tp-A expresses that working with the mother was "Well 1 think it's really essential because

primarily his difficulties have arisen from his poor relationship with her which

continue ... " Mp-A in discussing her role in the therapy started off by saying it was to

provide information as to the child's world and she went on to say "also if the therapist feels

that there's something that 1 need to deal with, to be open enough to be able to come in

and say all right, what is it and whether it's about me or whatever it is, to be able to deal

with it as well and not sit and take it personally ... 1 try to change what needs to be

 
 
 



changed and if its me then I need to look at that." Cp-A felt that his mother's role in the

therapy was "they talk about at home what's happening, is everything alright, if

anyone's in a car accident, or if anyone's in trouble, or something, and stuff. Also for

my mom to get the stuff she may need to help me, to help her understand me better."

The three groups commented that anxieties were the result of not having effective coping

strategies to manage their worlds effectively. The therapists' all agreed that the primary

therapeutic work with these learning disabled children was around containment and the

recovery of a lost early object relationship. This was further reinforced by the children's view

that their mothers' needed help to improve the child's relationship with their mother. It is

interesting to note that two out of the three therapists expressed concern around their client's

self-destructive impulses and the third therapist repeatedly expressed concern over the child's

anxiety. The concern appeared to be around how these defences could influence the child's

ability to function in the world.

Thus, the learning disabled defence styles seem to have been a preoccupation with attachment

concerns. The lack of an available object appeared to result in these children having a greater

need for a good internal object, hence the therapists' feeling the need to provide these

children with containment. All of the therapists had a s~nse that these children could be

helped by the therapy to contain their anxieties and enable them to encounter new difficulties

and challenges. Hence they stressed the importance of the therapy relationship as well as

working with the mother.

All of the therapists discussed how, when making interpretations with these children, they

had to be in a simple and concrete manner. As noted by Tp-A "I've got to use very simple

language and use very concrete examples, ja, but sometimes making transference

interpretations has been helpful and he had been able to take them." Tp-B felt that "if

I'd been completely psychoanalytic in my whole approach with him, I think I would've

lost him, to be honest with you, after session two. I had to change my interpretations to

a more simple framework, more accessible." Tp-C noted that she had "to learn to be very

gentle and sometime strategic in the way that I make interpretations and sometimes I

 
 
 



The therapy relationship with the mother seemed to enable the mother to think about the

child. This resulted in a mother that became more available to the child resulting in the

mother being experienced as more containing.

The therapy relationship with the child and the mother was described as being a good

relationship, in spite of one of the children not wanting to be in therapy, according to the

mother and the therapist. The therapist's all felt that they had some form of connection with

the child but they had to be careful with interpretations and felt the relationship was fragile.

From all three parties the relationship, in terms of their attitudes and feelings towards one

another, was very positive. It is interesting to note that all three children described their

therapist as "nice", even the child who did not want to be in therapy and acted out his anger

and frustration physically towards his therapist.

6.4 Findings of Reading Three: Reading for the Meaning of Psychotherapy with

Learning Disabled Children

The primary process of the therapy with these learning disabled children was to provide a

forum that enabled both the mother and the child to be in an environment conducive to this.

The most important function of the therapy was to help them make sense of their emotional

expenence.

Obtaining an understanding of their emotional world for the children involved addressing

their difficulties in two distinctly separate areas: - the family world and the school world. In

understanding the family world, the children felt the role of their mother was important in

terms of providing the therapist with an understanding of the family relationships, the family

structure in terms of siblings or step-parents and any changes in the family. The children felt

they could not communicate the complex nature of their families without the assistance of

their mother. The therapists supported this, as they required clarification of the child's

external reality.

 
 
 



The school world, surprisingly, did not involve making sense of being learning disabled.

Rather it was around social difficulties. The therapy relationship for the child gave them the

opportunity to explore their concerns. The learning disability primarily impacted on their

ability to understand and interpret social situations, either in the family or at school.

The ability of the therapist to contain not only the child but also the mother's anxieties and

frustrations seemed vital for all the participants in this research. This containment referred to

being understood, supported and given the necessary help or guidance. The holding

environment was a space where the child and the mother felt empathised with, understood

and it was a place free of judgements. By providing a holding environment for the child and

the mother, it enabled the child to feel safe and to develop a stronger sense of self. This

occurred by giving the mother the space and opportunity to repair the past as well as

empathise with her child about issues she previously misunderstood. For the child

experiencing a trusting and understanding relationship enabled them to not only have the

space to address their difficulties but to feel that their therapist could help them deal with

their anxieties.

The mothers' experience was that the therapist enabled them to understand their child's

world, which enabled them to feel their child's experiences. With this process the mothers

were able to develop empathy for their child, which improved their relationships. In addition,

by giving the mother the opportunity to discuss the ordinary detail of their own life and

feelings, the therapist became the container of their anxieties and enabled them to endure and

understand their child.

For the children, they were first able to experience the therapist as a container which resulted

in them feeling understood. The therapist was able to respond to the child's emotional needs,

take them in and work them over and pass them back in a modified and more manageable

form. This was noted by the child feeling understood and that their therapist was able to help

them overcome their concerns and anxieties. For this containment to be effective it was,

however, necessary for the therapist to modify their interpretations by making them more

simple and concrete.

 
 
 



The main vehicle that seemed to enable these children to feel they were able to cope with

their worlds was through their therapy relationship and their mother obtaining some

assistance and guidance. The children and mothers felt that their therapist were emotionally

available and attentive to their needs. This enabled them to feel someone was there to help

them discover and manage their difficulties, which enabled them to feel that they, themselves,

were able to cope.

The primary function of the psychotherapist working with children is to help them make

sense of their emotional experience and overcome relationship difficulties. The space created

for these children enabled them to explore and to grow. The primary difficulties outlined by

all participants were around family relationships and the need to understand them in order to

develop better relationships. By providing the child and the therapist with a safe and secure

base from which they could gain confidence the children felt capable of discussing their

concerns and confronting their anxieties. This safe space, where the therapist was available,

enabled the child and the mother to move toward not only having a better relationship but

also to enhance the separation process. The mothers and the children all expressed that

therapy helped improve relationships.

As noted from the hermeneutic perspective, the researcher actively participates III the

construction of the interpretation. However, there are criteria for evaluating and mediating

between contesting interpretations. Denzin's (2002) set of eight questions to evaluate the

interpretation of the method, and Packer and Addison (1989) criteria for mediating between

contesting interpretations were referred to by the researcher throughout the analysis of the

transcripts. At the end of the analysis, the researcher went back to the questions to asses

whether these criteria had been meet, as well as to enable her to distance herself from the

 
 
 



material and provide a clear evaluation that all these criteria had been meet. Each of the

criteria will be discussed.

Coherence

The research was seen to provide a sense of consistency in that the themes were consistently

and clearly linked. The interpretative account was seen to connect to the object relations

frame of reference and was plausible.

Uncovering

The logical process of analysing and interpreting the data resulted in the data being

comprehensible and understandable. This in turn resulted in a formulation of a framework for

conceptualising the data.

Validation of interpretation by another researcher

By proving the step-by-step process of the research, the reader is able to follow the logical

process of interpretation as laid out by the researcher. Although the researcher supervisor was

not used to assist in the interpretation, as he would have different fore structures and,

therefore different interpretations, his reading of the data collection process and analysis

ensured that the research followed a logical process.

As noted Denzin (2002,p.362) uses a set of eight questions to evaluate the interpretation of

the materials. Each of these questions will be briefly discussed to assess how the research is

seen to forful these criteria.

Illumination

The research is seen to examine the learning disabled child's experience of being in therapy

from the three participant experiences which provided a clear understanding of each

participants experience. The material provides clarity on each of the participants lived

experience of the therapy process.

Thickly Contextualised Materials

The interpretations that have been developed are as a result of the expenences of the

participants as they outlined them in the interviews. For the research to be meaningful the

context of the social situation has been described, that of learning disabled children in a

 
 
 



remedial school. The interpretations have documented and explained the meanings, thoughts,

emotions and actions of the participants.

Historical and Relational Grounding

The literature review and reference to research has allowed the data to be historically and

relationally grounded by providing a literature review and outlining where and how the

research proceeded. The experiences of the participants have also been located in the lived

world.

Process and Interaction

The interpretative account is seen to provide a clear outline of the process, how the research

was formulated and what steps where taken in the analysis of the data has been given. The

analysis provided an outline of how the various connections were formulated. The relations

or interactions between the findings is provided. In other words, the data is outlined and the

analysis process enables the reader to follow the various links made by the researcher.

Engulfment of What is Known

The researcher or interpreter was an informed reader even before the research as she works in

the field. In addition the process of developing a literature review ensured she was an

informed reader about the topic and this further expanded her knowledge on the topic.

Prior Understanding

The researcher's prior understanding of the topic and her further understanding, which was

enhanced by the literature review, were used to assist her in developing the interpretations

and to ensure they were meaningful. The researcher also constantly made notes as to her

thoughts about the data and her understanding of the data, which were used to assist her in

her interpretations.

Coherence and Understanding

This was seen to be achieved in that the interpretations produced an understanding of the

experience that comes together into a meaningful whole. This included all the relevant

information and prior understanding. This results in the reader being led through in a

meaningful way. This was further assessed by the researcher's supervisor being able to

understand how the interpretations were related and how they formulated a meaningful

 
 
 



whole, thus providing an understanding of the therapy relationship with learning disabled

children.

Unfinished Interpretations.

The researcher was aware that all interpretations like understanding, are considered to be

unfinished, provisional and incomplete. Thus, this does not mean that the interpretations are

inconclusive, it only means interpretations are never finished.

 
 
 



The findings will be discussed under three different sections, which are seen to correspond

with the literature review. Since the focus of the research is on learning disabilities this will

be the initial focus of the discussion. This will include a debate on emotional intelligence and

suitability of the learning disabled child for psychotherapy; discussions around self-concept

and self-confidence; social difficulties, anxieties and defences; the therapy relationship, the

knowledge to help and transference; the internal and external world of the learning disabled

child and, finally guilt, pity and contempt. This will led into reviewing the results from an

object relations perspective which will include debates on object relations theory in terms of

attachment and the learning disabled child's ability to think; the need for a containing and a

holding relationship; interpretation and containment; the mother-infant relationship and the

failure to learn; and lastly, curiosity and the failure to learn. Finally, the role of the mother in

relation to the child's therapy will be discussed in relation to the cognitive and affective

aspects of having a learning disabled child and in terms of family boundaries and

relationships.

As noted in the literature, learning disabled people have rarely been considered for

psychotherapy and though this is changing as a result of research, some concerns still arise

about the undertaking of such work. The primary concern is around being understood,

particularly when there is a difference in IQ and there are significant difficulties with the

person's verbal abilities. The interviews with the children in this research indicate some

difficulty with expressing themselves; as a result it was necessary for the researcher to ask

numerous questions. Consequently, the children were led and the thoughts or feelings around

the therapy process lacked spontaneity. Nonetheless, the research confirms Sinason's (1992)

view that learning disabled people are not limited emotionally. However, it often takes time

to explore them emotionally. The therapists noted that it was necessary in the therapy to

reframe interpretations into simple language. As noted in the literature, cognitive deficiencies

 
 
 



occurring III the learning disabled child would affect many aspects of the child's

development, the research illustrates how these difficulties emerged in the child's inability to

translate abstract interpretation. Nonetheless, the research indicates the children seemed

emotionally aware and knowledgeable despite major deficits in their cognitive intelligence.

Lanyado and Home (1999) noted how it is important for the therapist to keep in mind how

the child is able to understand what is being said. In other words, the therapist's language

needs to be in tune with the child. The therapist not only needed to make their interpretation

simple and concrete but they had to be explicit when trying to explore these children

emotionally. This was also evident in the interviews with the children; the questions had to be

very explicit and precise. In spite of this, the interviews from the children yielded fairly

limited information.

As the literature notes, children may communicate their feelings in different ways such as

through words, play or action (Lanyando & Home, 1999). This is seen to be important when

working with learning disabled children whose language capacities may be limited or the

child may experience difficulty expressing themselves (Sinason, 1992). One is able then to

note the drawback of doing interviews is that all the non-verbal information, which occurs

through play and action, as well as the transference relationship, could not be examined.

What is clearly evident is that learning disabled children are emotionally intelligent and

benefit from the therapy relationship. They showed the ability to know their own emotions

and the ability to understand the emotions of others, which are seen to be core aspects of

emotional intelligence (Goleman, 1998).

The common theme of learning disabled people is that of their internal world of feeling

"stupid" and their perceptions and understanding of how others see them is how society

places great value on intelligence (Bungner & McCormack, 1994). However, neither the

children nor the mothers indicated that they felt "stupid". The focus of stupidity was more on

society not understanding the child's difficulties. The concern for the mothers was on the

child being labelled and the impact that would have on their self-esteem. The children all had

a very clear understanding as to what it meant to have a learning disability. Thus, the

hypothesis could be that it is this understanding that did not allow them to feel stupid, or it

 
 
 



could be that the remedial school environment does not allow them to feel different because

all of the children have learning difficulties, or the therapy has enabled the child to explore

their defences and they had overcome such feelings. It would be impossible to sift out which

it is but it is likely a combination of all three.

As already discussed, most researchers involved with learning disabled children report that

these children have a poor self-concept (Derbyshire, 1991; Leondari, 1993 ; Spencer, 1997;

Silver, 1996; Silver & Hagnin, 2002; Rawson & Cassady, 1996). It stands to reason then that

this would be one of the themes in this research. It was evident from the mothers that they felt

having a lowered self-esteem and a lack of confidence was the primary reasons for their

children being in therapy. In spite of this, the mothers felt the main themes of the therapy

were around family relationships and social difficulties and nothing was discussed on self-

esteem. Although no apparent reason for this emerged in the research it is hypothesi sed that

the children's poor self-concept would have resulted in behaviour such as anxiety, anger and

depression. This behaviour would have alerted the mothers or the school to possible

emotional problems. The children's difficulties with family relationships and social concerns

would then have emerged through the therapy relationship. It is also hypothesi sed that these

concerns resulted in lowered self-esteem and a poor self-concept. In addition, the children

had all been in therapy for more than six months and self-esteem issues may have emerged

initially in the therapy.

The theories seem to agree that self-concept or self-esteem is significantly related to how

individuals will approach and react to achievement demands (Leondari, 1993). Research has

emphasised the fact that cognition and feelings about oneself appear to be important factors

in the well being and successful functioning of the individual (Leonardi, 1993; Rawson &

Cassady, 1995). In addition, the initial role of the parent is considered fundamental to the

formation of a positive self-concept (Strain, Gulralnick & Walker, 1986). It is therefore

striking that all of the therapists when speaking about the children's difficulties, did not feel

this was a primary issue in their therapy.

Poor self-esteem was only discussed in relation to the children's learning disabilities. The

therapists focused on how these children all had some difficulties with social relationships.

 
 
 



Vaughn and Elbaum (1999) state that learning disabled children are socially at risk since their

self-esteem and overall emotional well-being is adversely affected. The therapists felt that

part of developing an understanding of the children was being aware in the therapy

relationship that the children felt or had an awareness of being damaged or feeling they were

different. One of the therapists stated that because the child felt that they were damaged,

being learning disabled confirmed this feeling of being damaged. This self-perception of

being different would place the child at risk for depression and a lowered self-esteem

(Kazdin, 2000; Morrison & Cosden, 1997). Perhaps the impact of having a learning disability

was not in terms of a sense of self as being "stupid" rather the impact was on the child's poor

self-concept, that they were in someway different or, as one of the therapist stated, damaged.

As already noted, it would be difficult for a child to articulate that they were in therapy for

self-esteem problems or a poor self-concept. Self-esteem difficulties were alluded to

indirectly in terms of not feeling successful in their functioning at school, having social

difficulties and general sense of feeling that they were not coping with the difficulties at

school or at home. These difficulties would lead to a great deal of frustration and a lack of

control and predictability over their environment. The combination of their sense of poor

social competence, lowered self-esteem and a self-perception of being different would place

these children at risk for depression and anxiety (Kazdin, 2000; Morrison & Cosden, 1997).

Considering the literature and the research confirming that self-esteem is a concern for all

three parties, it is interesting then that, other than being aware of the children's lowered self-

esteem, very little emphasis has been placed on it in the actual therapy process.

Learning disabled children are at risk socially since their self-esteem and overall emotional

well being is potentially adversely affected (Vaughn & Elbaum, 1999). It stands to reason

that all of the participants cited social difficulties as being an important component of the

therapy, as problems with social perceptions and establishing social relations are often seen to

be characteristic of having a learning disability (Derbyshire, 1991; Leondari, 1993, Spencer,

1997; Silver, 1996, Rawson & Cassady, 1996; Tait & Genders, 2002). From the therapist's

perspective the social difficulties seemed to be related to having a learning disability in that

the children had to learn to master social skills and develop a social understanding. Thus, the

learning disability did not merely affect the cognitive realm but also resulted in the children

 
 
 



having to learn social skills. The researcher is in agreement with the on-going debate around

the need to include social difficulties in the definition of what constitutes a learning

disability, as it seems to be an important deficit for these children

In examining the mother's perspective, their descriptions of their children's social difficulties

appeared to relate to the child's inability to always think about reacting in a socially

appropriate manner and a level of acting impulsively in social situations. It would seem from

the therapist and the mothers' perspectives that the social difficulties are related to the child's

failure to learn. This would then link to Bion's 'K' activity, which he referred to as coming to

know (Malcolm, 1992). The mother-infant relationship with the children would result in

'minus-K' or a reversal of learning. Bion described the phenomena of 'minus-K' as not

understanding or misunderstanding, and he links this to primary envy, which is influenced by

the mother-infant relationship (Malcolm, 1992). Thus, the children being unable to

understand social situations or having social difficulties relates to the child's failure to learn.

According to Homer (1999), the child who is left in despair has their immature sense of self

overwhelmed and uses a range of earlier defence mechanisms to deaI with the primitive

anxieties of annihilation, disintegration and abandonment. When these continue into

childhood the resultant effect is poor peer relationships and an inadequate capacity for

independent functioning (Homer, 1999). It is evident that this occurred with these children.

For a movement towards autonomy and individuation the therapists felt that the mothers had

to assist with the process.

As noted in the literature review, the anxieties are seen to be important themes when working

with learning disabled children (Hernandez-Halton et aI., 2000; Sinason, 1992). Sinason

(1992) focused on the use of a "secondary handicap" as a defence mechanism against

anxiety. As already stated, the "secondary handicap" is the particular use, which the person

makes of the original organic or traumatic damage as a defence against the feelings

associated with the original handicap (Hernandez-Halton et aI., 2000; Sinason, 1992). From

the interviews neither the children, the mothers nor the therapists felt that they used their

learning disability as a defence. Rather, the child's anxieties and defences appear to be more

in relation to their early mother-infant relationship and related to poor attachment. Sinason's

 
 
 



(1992) "secondary handicap" may not have emerged as these children are placed in a

remedial environment, which is accepting of their difficulties. Consequently, it stands to

reason that neither the mothers nor the children would feel the need to use their learning

disability as a defence against the reaction of others towards them.

Furthermore the children had all been in therapy for at least six months; consequently the

manifestation of the "secondary handicap" may have previously been used. The research has

also not established whether or not the use of the "secondary handicap" was evident before

the children entered into the remedial school and being in an environment with children with

similar difficulties they no longer needed to use it as a defence.

For all three groups, the importance of the child's relationship with the mother was seen to be

critical. How this has impacted on the child and is in keeping with Siegal's (2001 ,p.77) view

that insecure attachment has often been associated with "emotional rigidity, difficulty with

understanding the minds of others, and risk in the face of stressful situations." As noted by

the therapists, the failure of these children to internalise a secure base appears to have

resulted in difficulty with developing versatile strategies to cope with their worlds.

The three groups indicated that their anxieties were the result of not having effective coping

strategies to manage their worlds effectively. According to the literature the type or level of

attachment would seem to determine the individual's relationship and defence mechanisms

they use to cope (Eagle, 1997). The type of defensive styles appears to be in line with West

and Keller's (1994) description of the enmeshed or preoccupied individual. Unlike the

defensive exclusion characteristics of the avoidant or dismissive individual, the enmeshed

and preoccupied individual are preoccupied with attachment concerns. The therapists all

agreed that the primary therapeutic work with these learning disabled children was around

containment and the recovery of a lost early object relationship. This was further reinforced

by the children's view that their mothers needed help to cope.

The lack of an available object appeared to result in these children having a greater need for a

good internal object, hence the therapists' feeling the need to provide these children with

containment. All of the therapists had a sense that these children could be helped by the

therapy to contain their anxieties and enable them to encounter new difficulties and

challenges. Hence, they stressed the importance of the therapy relationship, as well as

 
 
 



working with the mother. Klein (1997a) stressed the lack of availability of the mother would

not enable the infant to contain the anxiety arouse<i by phantasies of persecution, and

excessive splitting would be used as a defence. Although, splitting was not referred to as a

defence, it was apparent that these children were inadequately contained. This would then

result in an immature ego, which allows the child to experience a great deal of anxiety

(Weininger, 1992).

A positive relationship between patient and therapist has been considered to be essential for

successful treatment. Establishing a therapeutic relationship partly depends on the ability of

the patient to recognise the therapist as a helping mediator (Kovacs & Lohr, 1995). For the

relationship to be beneficial to the patient, the patient needs to feel his/her problems can be

solved, they need to have confidence and trust in the therapist and willingness to self-disclose

(Kovacs & Lohr, 1995). The research indicates that by providing the child and the mother

with a safe and secure base from which they could gain confidence, they felt capable to

discuss their concerns and anxieties. However, the researcher is of the opinion that this

seemingly beneficial relationship for the child and the mother should be interpreted with

caution.

It is often said that transference is the repetition of the patient's relationship with the object

from past experience with the analyst in the present (Hamilton, 1988). Interestingly, the only

aspect of transference that came-up was that the therapist often found it difficult to work in

the transference but could not express why. From the child's perspective one would have

thought that some form of negativity would have been discussed in terms of their mother not

being available or their therapist not understanding them. For a deeper understanding of this

it would be necessary to examine the actual therapy session to try to obtain a sense of the

transference relationship.

Mannnoni (1973) argues that often the learning disabled client tries to mould themselves to

the desires of the other and the resultant effect is a dependant relationship, as the client is

determined to keep everything nice. It is interesting to note that all three children described

their therapist as "nice", even the child who did not want to be in therapy and acted out his

 
 
 



anger and frustration physically towards his therapist. It would seem that it was safer for the

child to fit in with the expectation that they must "like" or fit in with their therapist.

The inability of the children to tolerate the therapist's interpretations appears to be the

repetitive use of the "minus-k" in the analysis. How this appears to have manifested in the

therapy was that the children were not always able to tolerate the therapists' interpretations,

thus the therapists said they had to modified them. Malcolm (1992) described the phenomena

of "minus-k" as not understanding or misunderstanding, which is linked to primary envy.

Envy therefore appears in the therapy in a disguised form.

It is interesting that all of the therapists' viewed the children in a positive way, even the

therapist who had a child who did not always want to come to therapy and was described as

being quiet aggressive at times. In addition, the therapists tended to feel that these children's

difficulties were a result of the mother and not a characteristic of the child or even the

possible limitations of the therapist. It would seem that these children aroused a sense of

impotence in the therapist. Rather than face the limitations of the child and the possible

subsequent frustration that these children may evoke, the therapist focused on the mothers

creating the child's difficulties. This would appear, then, to have excused the child as the

stimulus of counter-transference and permits the therapist to maintain a sense of being

objective and caring. Thus, the mother or the family situation was seen as the obstacle for the

child and thereby they displaced their frustrations and anger from the child. Accordingly, the

safe, secure therapy relationship can be seen to be both helpful and counter effective in that

all three participants experienced it as beneficial, however they may all have ignored

important aspects of the therapy relationship.

The importance of obtaining an understanding of the child's world through the input of the

mother reconfirms the importance of understanding that the child does not exist in a vacuum

but in a family and social context. The therapists noted that contact with the mother enabled

them to obtain an understanding of the child's state of mind and to discover how the

interaction with the significant object had supported or discouraged the child's development.

This, in turn, enabled the therapist to develop a working alliance with the mother and

appeared from the mother's response to provide an intervention in its own right. The

 
 
 



relationship with the mother provided a dual role: - that of a supportive role by providing a

space for them to be understood and providing insight into their child's dynamics. This

relationship with the therapist seemed an important space to allow the mother to discuss and

address their guilt about having a learning disabled child.

In exammmg the mothers' understanding of the impact of the therapy and the therapy

relationship, it is of interest to note that they used many terms used in psychotherapy theory.

The literature focuses on the need for the therapist to use some form of shared language to

describe the emotional state of the child (Rustin, 2000; Wilson & Ryan, 2001). It would seem

that this has occurred in the reverse, the mother has to some extent taken on the language of

"therapy" to obtain or make sense of their child's world. The work with the mothers seemed

to have contextualised their child and provided a very deep understanding as to their inner

world. Both the therapists and the mothers described a helpful working relationship between

them, and this therapeutic alliance would appear to have been enhanced by the child's

awareness of them working together to help him/her.

The focus of the study was to use children in the 'latency stage' of development as children at

this age can utilise a wider repertoire of cognitive, emotional and behavioural responses to

emotional stressors (Madorin, 1999). In addition, they are able to understand the causes of

events, to express themselves and to understand that different people react in different ways

(Madorin, 1999). In light ofthis, it is interesting to note the importance the children placed on

their mother communicating with the therapist and there was concern that this was needed as

they may forget important aspects of their lives that they wanted the therapist to be aware of.

This may have been the result of the children having a learning disability and not being

confident or even lacking in the ability or skills to communicate the necessary information to

the therapist. Although, the children were at a stage of development where their social

communication should have resulted in more in-depth information, their responses were

limited.

Bungener and McCormack (1994), in their discussion on counter-transference with the

learning disabled patient make reference to a trio of feelings, namely, guilt, pity and

contempt. The present research indicates that the therapists were aware of their feelings of

 
 
 



compassion and empathy. However, in analysing the transcripts it became apparent that an

element of pity was present in the therapists' feelings and thoughts towards the children. The

therapists described each child in a positive way and then would describe the child as difficult

to work with. They would almost make allowances for them being such a difficult child by

explaining their behaviour as a result of their family situation. This manoeuvre, under the

guise of pity, actually allowed the therapist to blame the mothers, thereby possibly displacing

the anger from the child or their feelings towards the child. Rather than understand the

difficulties that these mothers possibly endured in their daily lives, the mothers are

considered unavailable to meet their child's needs.

Although Bungener and McCormack (1994) did not intend their trio of feelings to be used to

understand the mothers role in the therapy process, they appear to be important themes in the

mothers' feelings towards their children. As noted, all of the mothers felt a level of guilt

about having a child with learning difficulties. They felt pity and compassion for their

difficulties, however, there was a level of contempt. The mothers made numerous

concessions for their child's behaviour because they had "difficulties". It would seem the

mothers were apt to let their children off being accountable or responsible for their behaviour.

For example one of the mothers justified her child's is anger as a result of the child being

different to others.

It would seem the mother-child relationship and attachment had the primary influence over

the child's internal dynamics. Since all of the therapists come from an object relations

perspective, it stands to reason that they felt this to be an important component of the child's

difficulties.

Siegal (200 I) outlines how research shows the impact of secure or insecure attachment

relationships influences the emotional well-being of a child to the point of affecting the

neuro-development of the mind. Insecure attachment is seen to be associated with emotional

rigidity, difficulty in social relationships, impaired attention and difficulty in understanding

the minds of others in the face of stressful situation. From the therapist and the mothers'

 
 
 



perspective they appeared to feel these children had difficult family relationships as a result

of divorce or coming from a large family. The mothers' felt that the children may have had

issues around abandonment, lack of containment and insecurity as a result of the difficult

family relationships. The mothers' understanding is, therefore, that these children were not

securely contained. This, in combination with their poor social skills, their poor birth histories

and inability to always understand the therapist, would seem to indicate that they were

insecurely attached (Schore, 2001). This insecure attachment appeared to have resulted in all

of the difficulties that Segal outlines emerging in some way.

The mother-child relationship was important for all three participants and was seen to directly

impact on the child's emotional well-being. According to Bion (1957), an infant faced with

an adverse disposition will potentially have the following features; a preponderance of

destructive impulses, a never decided conflict between the life and death instincts, and severe

anxiety as well as an intolerance of frustration. Klein (1997a) stressed the conflict is created

by the individual being aware that the object he loves is also the object against whom he

rages and feels anger. In light of this it is interesting to note that two out of the three

therapists expressed concern around their clients self-destructive impulses and the third

therapist repeatedly expressed concern over the child's anxiety. It would seem that an ego-

destructive superego developed with these children and the normal integrative process of the

depressive position, which would have allowed the ego to function, as a conscience, was not

there. Theoretically, this would result in a child whose experience is that the world did not

want to know their thoughts (Britton, 1992).

The child's failure to develop a thinking and perceiving mind is seen to manifest as a learning

disability. When interpreting the results it is clearly evident that the failure of maternal

containment interfered with the child's ability to learn. Thinking from this perspective is

influenced by attachment, a good-enough mother, the containment of the child's anxieties and

destructive impulses and the availability of the mother to make sense of emotional

experience.

The co-operative alliance of client and therapist, referred to as the "therapeutic alliance", is

seen as an important component in determining the outcome of psychotherapy (Hamilton,

 
 
 



1988). In the development of such an alliance the positive self-presentation of the therapist is

generally considered a central component (Bachelor & Salame, 2000). All of the participants

described positive working relationships with each other and the relationships seemed to

work in a reciprocal manner: the child acknowledged the benefit of the therapist seeing their

mother, the mother expressed the view that the therapist was assisting them with parenting

and helping their child understand their world, and the therapist felt they could not assist the

child without working with the mother.

It would seem from the therapists' descriptions that the therapist-child relationship provided a

holding function and assisted the mothers towards becoming more effective parents. The

mothers' felt that the relationship with the therapist provided them with support and

understanding. This then would enable the mother to respond to the child's experiences,

which would then theoretically assure the child that the mother could tolerate and accept their

feelings. The therapist working with the mother would enable them to become more available

to the child and this would reduce the child's anxiety and possibly alleviate feelings

associated with insecure attachment (Eagle, 1997; Klein, 1997a).

Without a doubt the therapists used their understanding of the mother or family history to

provide a therapeutic environment conducive to the child's utilising the insight aspect

towards a growth process. The therapist's viewed the therapy relationship as providing the

child with emotional containment as a result of difficulties with family relationships and

school related issues. The therapist's were able to express how poor attachment and poor

bonding affected the children, and provide a safe, containing and holding experience for the

child which were important in the therapy relationship. The research did not reveal how the

therapist created this with the children and there was no indication from any of the

participants that this was a result of their needs being met either in the therapy or as a result

of the mother's work with the therapist.

The researcher is aware that the concept of good-enough mother in the literature is not the

same as that of Bion's 'container', however both concepts have in common the notion that

the mother has to hold or contain emotions that are too painful for the infant to bear. The

mother has to think about the child. Bion (1962) believes that the container must also perform

what he called the' alpha function', that is, assign meaning to the chaos that the baby projects

onto the mother. The research indicates the importance of the therapist assisting the mother

 
 
 



to 'think' about their child, which involves the therapist assisting the mother to be in a state

where they can reflect upon their child's needs and experiences. There is further evidence of

this thinking when one focuses on how the mother periodically used psychoanalytical

language, she would have thought about the child and taken on some of the therapists

thoughts. The therapists noted that contact with the mother assisted the mother in

understanding her child and for her to address her difficulties with meeting the child's needs.

This was seen to improve the mother-child relationship.

As noted, the process in which beta elements are transformed into alpha elements is regarded

by Bion as essential in the production of thought (Britton, 1992). By the therapist creating a

consistent space not only for the child but also for the mother, it enabled the child to

experience a world that wanted to know their thoughts. The ability for these children to

process painful experiences was seen to be dependent on the presence of a therapist who

could bear to be in touch with the full range of the child's experiences. This was clearly

illustrated by the child who was aggressive and did not want to always come to his sessions.

Yet, he always did and he must have felt his therapist could cope with his rage. This in Bion's

terms would be providing a containing function necessary to facilitate the pain and distress

(Bion, 1962).

Bion, expanding on Klein's concept of projective identification, has transposed what happens

to an infant to what happens in the link between mother and infant; and the mother's

(therapist's) ability to contain the primitive anxieties which the infant (the client) experiences

(Spillius, 1992). Thus, it is generally recognised that sufficient containment is necessary to

support the child through therapy. The ability of the therapist to contain not only the child but

also the mother's anxieties and frustrations seemed vital for all the participants in this

research. By providing a holding environment for the child and the mother, it enabled the

child to feel safe and to develop a stronger sense of self. This occurred by giving the mother

the space and opportunity to repair the past as well to empathise with her child about issues

she previously misunderstood. For the child experiencing a trusting and understanding

relationship enabled them not only to have the space to address their difficulties but to have a

"good-enough" therapist and an object that then could contain their anxieties.

 
 
 



Bion's (1962) reverie is a specific function of the mother, which allows her to feel the infant

in her, and to give shape and words to the infant's experience. The mothers experience was

that the therapist interpreted their world and enabled them to understand their child's

difficulties, which enabled them to feel their child's experiences. With this process the

mothers were able to develop empathy for their child, which improved their relationships. In

addition, by giving the mother the opportunity to discuss the ordinary detail of their own life

and feelings, the therapist became the container of their anxieties and enabled them to endure

and understand their child.

For the children, they were first able to experience the therapist as a container, which resulted

in them feeling, understood. The therapist was able to respond to the child's emotional needs,

take them in and work them over and pass them back in a modified and more manageable

form. This was noted by the child feeling understood and that their therapist was able to help

them overcome their concerns and anxieties. For this containment to be effective it was,

however, necessary for the therapist to modify their interpretations by making them more

simple and concrete.

The primary function of the psychotherapist working with these children was to help them

make sense of their emotional experience and overcome relationship difficulties. The space

created for these children enabled them to explore and to grow. By providing the child and

the mother with a safe and secure base from which they could gain confidence they felt able

to discuss their concerns and confront their anxieties. This safe space where the therapist was

available enabled the child and the mother to move toward having a better relationship and

enhancing the separation process. This growth could be seen as part of the separation-

individuation process as the child experienced the mother as more confident, consistent and

secure, and the child was able to develop more confidence and a more integrated sense of

self.

As previously noted in the literature, Klein (1975) stated the early connection between the

epistemophilic impulse or the desire for knowledge and sadism is very important for mental

 
 
 



development. The desire to know is secondarily reinforced by the need of the child to master

the considerable anxiety that is provoked (Klein, 1975). However, this anxiety can also

inhibit the desire to know if the damage to the mother/parent is believed to be too great

(Simpson, 2002). Simpson (2002) argues that the way the mother responds to the child's

curiosity in terms of their overall and often subtle emotional attitude is of greater importance

than Klein emphasised.

As previously discussed, Simpson (2002) outlines two significant areas that affect the child's

curiosity to learn. Firstly, he believed that children are very sensitive to the way parents may

show pleasure and interest in their curiosity, or they may be embarrassed, hurt, guilty or

simply unresponsive. "The extent to which a parent can tolerate curiosity in the child if it is

coloured with destructive or sadistic fantasies depends upon the individual parent's capacity

to tolerate her/his own fantasies in this respect, which is a function of the extent to which they

have been able to work through their own oedipal conflict" (Simpson, 2002,p.218). The

ability of the therapist to contain not only the child but also the mother's anxieties and

frustrations seemed vital for all the participants. This involved working through the mother's

guilt and providing an opportunity to repair the past as well as to empathise with her child

about issues she previously misunderstood. By enabling the mothers to understand their guilt

and by developing a better understanding of their child the mothers seemed more able to

tolerate their child, especially their anxiety. This would create confidence in the availability

of the mother and create a more secure relationship.

Secondly, according to Simpson (2002) a primary concern for children at this stage is the

nature of their parent's relationship and the parent's attitude to each other. Thus, how the

parents respond to the child's curiosity and how the child experiences the oedipal situation

inside his parent's mind can be seen to either impede the growth of knowledge or allow for it

to thrive. Although the parent's relationship was not addressed in the research, by helping the

mother understand their child they seemed to feel more confident in their parenting ability

which would enable them to feel confident to allow their child to explore, which would create

curiosity.

Finally, the researcher would add a third significant area that would affect the child's

curiosity to learn. It is felt the type of attachment comes before Simpson's (2002) view on

how the parent interacts with the child in terms of their ability to tolerate curiosity or the

 
 
 



nature of the parent's relationship. The type or level of attachment clearly determines the

child's relationships and the defence mechanisms they use cope. The early mother-infant

interaction and the type of relationship has an important impact on the development of the

mental processes. Without secure attachment and an inability to contain themselves, these

children could not make sense of their emotional experiences and consequently, they could

not engage in mindful reflective behaviour. This would then impinge on their curiosity to

learn, as in order to explore ones world there needs to be a secure base from which this

exploration can occur.

Case (2001) argues that the parent's emotional response to having a learning disabled child

needs to be understood and addressed. This emotional response may include grieving the loss

of the idealised child and may also involve a variety of defences such as anger, denial or

projection (Silver & Hagnin, 2002). However, only one defence emerged in this research and

even then it was not a prominent theme. This was the defence of guilt from the parents for

having a child with learning difficulties. The literature reveals that when working with

parents it is important to focus on the loss of having a child with a disability (Silver &

Hagnin, 2002). Grief or loss as a theme did not emerge for either the parents or the therapists.

The researcher feels that there are two possible premises for this. Firstly, the predominant

positive flavour of the research in itself may be a defence against focusing on the possible

pain, anger and frustration of having a learning disabled child. This then would mean that the

therapists were colluding with this seemingly positive view. The parents' approach to having

a learning disabled child was that it was difficult, however there was no indication of parental

grieving over the loss of the idealised child. The mothers and the therapists could therefore

be seen to be in denial since the adaptation to having a learning disabled child is on going

over the child's life span and may change as a function of the child's developmental stages

(Silver & Hagnin, 2002). Secondly, by placing these children in a remedial school with

children who have similar difficulties and the families socialising with families in the same

position, has perhaps resulted in greater acceptance than if the child was in a mainstream

environment.

 
 
 



As noted family relationships across all three groups of participants was the most important

theme in terms of the children's play therapy. Since the child does not exist in isolation one

would expect this to be one of the most important themes. According to the literature the

cultural values of each family determines the type of childhood and determines whether

intervention is welcomed (Hopkins, 1999, Kazdin, 2000a). This was clearly evident with the

participants, since the mother had an understanding and acceptance of the therapy, this

enabled the child to have an acceptance of their therapy. The family circumstances appeared

to shape the child's difficulties; two of the three participants came from divorced families

while the third's family was a very big family. The main themes of the therapy were the

family structure, divorce related issues and sibling rivalry.

Mothers felt families were an important issue in terms of understanding the complex nature

of family relationships. Family members may have different interpretations and perceptions

of the family system. For this reason the mother's understanding of the family dynamics and

construct becomes important (Kerig, 1995).

The mothers felt their children needed to have a space outside of the family to address

possible anxieties and concerns about family relationships. They felt that issues of

abandonment, lack of containment, and insecurity may have occurred with their children as a

result of the difficult family relationships and influenced how they related to their children.

The parents' understanding of family relationships suggest that the relationship with the

object and the way in which objects are internalised determines the development of the self

(Cashdan, 1988; Hamilton, 1988).

It would seem that the mothers' experience of their children was that they did not feel

contained or securely attached; consequently they could not learn to contain themselves.

Thus, these children could not make sense of their emotional experiences. As a result, this

insecure attachment due to the failure of the parental object results in an inability to develop

versatile strategies to deal with feelings evoked by the failure of the attachment figure (Eagle,

1997). This then would refer to Bion's unmetabolised beta elements, which resulted in a

difficulty for the child to interpret their world (Eagle, 1997). It is interesting to note that

 
 
 



mothers were able to acknowledge the importance of the child's context and how family

relationships and mother-child relationships impinged on their child's life. The mothers were

not seen to blame the child as the reason for them needing therapy rather they could

acknowledge their role in not always providing a containing or secure environment.

It is generally acknowledged that parental health should be seriously considered as one of

child psychotherapy components (Kovacs & Lohr, 1995). Nonetheless, one of the interesting

aspects of the literature is the inconsistent and vague role of parents in the studies that do not

involve family therapy (Kovacs & Lohr, 1995). The present study indica!es the importance of

parental involvement to such an extent that it could almost be seen as an intervention in its

own right. The inclusion of the parents in the therapy process served to help the mothers

become more effective in their care for their children, and also served to strengthen emotional

ties.

The therapists seemed to feel that in order to assist the children they not only needed to work

with the children but it was imperative to assist the mothers to become a more available and

effective parents. This would tie in with Winnicott's view of the mother-infant (child)

relationship as the fundamental growth-facilitating relationship and the relationship upon

which all other relationships mutually depend (Seinfeld, 1993; Summers, 1994).

Grych and Fincham (1990) proposed a model of the links between marital relationships and

child development that emphasises the importance of studying family relationships, as

experienced from the child's perspective. In addition, it is important to assess the family

environment from the perspective of the individual family members since family members

may have different perceptions of the family system (Kerig, 1995). The children in this study

seemed to be aware of the importance of this and felt the contact with the mother enabled the

therapist to obtain a richer and deeper understanding of the family dynamics. Since the nature

of a child's difficulties, from an object relations perspective, is traced to the arrested

development of the self and anomalies in splitting, one can note the importance of this. All of

the children were aware of the importance of the therapist meeting with their mother to obtain

an understanding of their family context.

The primary themes of the three children's therapy were around family structure and family

relationships. An analysis of their responses in the interviews revealed that they felt the

 
 
 



therapy enabled them to sort out and come to terms with different family relationships

whether it was divorce, sibling relationships or parent-child relationships. The children felt by

being given the space to think, talk and understand family relationships they were able to

overcome their difficulties.

The focus of the research was on the mother as the parent; consequently the role or the

impact of the father on the therapy process was not addressed. Since the primary focus for all

the participants of the therapy was on family relationships, it would stand to reason then that

the role of the father would be important. However, the father was only seen to be important

in terms of divorce related concerns such as weekend visits to the father. Even with the intact

family, the role of the father did not emerge. In order to obtain a clear understanding as to

the reason for this further research which focused on the role of the father would be required.

The results of this study add to the growing literature on the importance of the relationship

factors in the child, mother and the therapist experience of the psychotherapy process. The

positive view of the therapy was consistent with the research, which indicates better treatment

outcome results from therapy in which the quality of the relationship between therapist and

client is better (Wheston & Sexton, 1993; Kazdin, 2000a). In addition, this study is consistent

with Kazdin's (1999; 2000) research which indicates that parents who have a better

relationship and alliance with the therapist tend to do better in treatment than those who do

not. Results indicate a positive working relationship with the mother and the relationship that

works in a reciprocal manner enhances the effectiveness of the therapy. The working alliance

with the mother appeared to be an intervention in its own right. Not only to provide a

supportive role where they felt understood but to give them insight into their child's

dynamics. The basis of the working alliance was for the therapist to provide a holding

environment that assisted the mother towards becoming more effective parent.

The research clearly indicated that to a greater or lesser degree the attachment that these

learning disabled children experienced with their mothers impacted on their emotional well-

being. In addition, the failure of the maternal containment would seem to have interfered with

the child's ability to learn and difficulty with developing versatile strategies to cope with their

world. The lack of containment and lack of confidence from the mother resulted in an

 
 
 



insecure relationship with their child. Consequently these children felt the mother's needed

guidance, assistance and reassurance to help develop better relationships with their children.

However, this also resulted in a dependant relationship with the therapist for both the child

and the mother to provide them with assistance. Yet, this dependency created commitment to

the therapy relationship, which enabled the mother to become more available and containing.

This research confirms Sinason's (1992) view that learning disabled people are not

necessarily limited emotionally, however it often takes time to explore them emotionally.

This required the therapist to provide simple and often concrete interpretations that the

children could understand. There was an indication that part of this was an inability to

tolerate or understand the therapist's interpretations, thus the therapist had to modify them. In

addition there was an underlying need for the child to create a dependent relationship with

their therapist, as it was safer for the child to fit in with the therapist's expectations.

The results of the study revealed common or similar themes as to the therapy relationship

from all three perspectives. In examining the participant's experiences, it is of interest to note

family dynamics and family relationships were consistently the most important theme in the

therapy. The family circumstances appeared to shape the child and the mothers' concerns as

well as the mother-child relationship. The participants felt the therapy relationship provided a

space to understand and improve family relationships. A significant theme related to the

therapist working with the mother, was the discussion and addressing of their guilt about

having a learning disabled child. Bungener and McCormack (1994) in their discussion on

counter-transference with learning disabled patients referred to the trio of feelings, namely,

guilt, contempt and pity. Interestingly these feelings were evident not only with the therapist

but were feelings the mothers experienced in relation to their child.

It would appear that the findings of this study are largely confirmatory of other research

studies that have outlined the impact of having a learning disability on self-esteem.

Interestingly it was seen as a reason for the therapy from the mother's perspective but not

important in the actual therapy process. Although the therapist did not feel it was an

important issue in the therapy, there was an awareness of the child being damaged or

different in some way.

 
 
 



Unlike Sinason's (1992) focus on the use of the "secondary handicap" as a defence

mechanism against anxiety, the defence styles of these children were rather in line with West

and Keller's (1994) description of the enmeshed and preoccupied defence styles. Specifically,

the children were preoccupied with attachment concerns. The primary therapeutic work with

these learning disabled children was around containment and the recovery of a lost early

object relationship.

In examining the results from the present study from the perspective of the meaning of the

psychotherapy with learning disabled children, four primary meanings are given to the

therapy relationship:

Firstly, the primary process of the therapy with the children was to provide a forum

that enabled both the mother and the child to be in an environment that allowed them

to make sense of their emotional experiences. This involved making sense of their

family dynamics through working with the child and the mother. Making sense of

their school worlds, this suprisingly, did not involve understanding of being learning

disabled, rather it was needed to make sense of their social difficulties at school.

Secondly, containment and interpretation. The holding environment for the child and

the mother created by the therapy enabled the child to feel safe and to develop a

stronger sense of self. Providing the mother with the space and the opportunity to

repair the past and to enable her to empathise with her child improved the mother-

child relationship. The therapist was able to respond to the emotional needs of the

child, take them in and work them over and pass them back in a modified and more

manageable form.

Thirdly, the children's therapy relationship and their mother's obtaining some

guidance and assistance, resulted in them feeling more able to manage their

difficulties. This in turn created a sense for the child that they were "good-enough" to

cope.

Fourthly, the primary meaning the therapists gave to the therapy relationship was to

help these children make sense of their emotional experience and overcome

relationship difficulties. The safe space that the therapist created enabled the child and

 
 
 



the mother to move not only towards having a better mother-child relationship but it

seemed to enhance the separation process.

The research findings of this exploratory study have revealed that there is a need to

understand the relationship between all three participants in the therapy relationship with

learning disabled children. It is apparent from the findings and the literature that the

relationship with the therapist is of utmost importance and there is a need for the therapist to

create a holding and containing space for the child and the mother. It would seem that the

child's family dynamics must be addressed as a priority as opposed to other issues that are

expected to be important in the therapy process, such as the child's learning difficulties.

The analytic literature is replete with references to the extraordinary difficulty and

complexity when designing satisfactory research methods (Kazdin, 2000a; 2000b): how to

obtain data in a complete and reliable form; how to decide what is of significance and likely

to be both manageable and productive. Those difficulties are seen to have occurred in this

study and can be considered to provide understanding for further research. The researcher

believes a more constructive view would then be to ask the question as to what might be

proposed as more adequate designs for future research as opposed to what are the limitations

of this study. Two lines of approach may be required.

The first has to do with further development of methods for obtaining data. This study used

an interview or indirect measure rather than a direct measure, that is the therapy process was

not observed over time. Observation and analysis of therapy over time would allow for inter-

observer verification. In addition, it was evident that the children found it difficult to respond

in the interview, and observations would then add to the depth of the research.

The second approach would be through a prospective study of the entire course of the

therapy, with some part of the data from the "outside", for example supervisor's reports,

therapy case notes and follow-up. This would provide not only a different perspective, but

would add to the understanding of the process of the therapy. A prospective study of the

entire treatment of learning disabled children in therapy would permit the systematic

 
 
 



As Kazdin (2000a) notes there is a need for research that focuses more on understanding and

explaining treatment. That is, research that addresses generality of treatment and the facets of

treatment that may influence them are needed. Specifically, more research on the nature of

childhood dysfunction is required (Kazdin, 2000a). Thus, not only is the research on the

process of child psychotherapy very limited, as Sinason (1999) notes there is insufficient

research on learning disabled children and the psychotherapy process itself. To conclude, this

area of research could offer a way forward to further understanding these children and their

mothers as well as to develop a larger theoretical basis to work from.
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